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Abstract
Data distribution service (DDS) is a communicationmiddleware that has been widely used in various mission-critical systems.
DDS supports a set of attributes and quality of service (QoS) policies that can be tuned to guarantee important performance
factors inmission-critical systemsmessage delivery (communication), such as reliability and throughput. However, optimizing
reliability and throughput simultaneously in a DDS-based system is challenging. Adjusting the publisher’s sending rate is a
direct approach to control the performance of a DDS-based system, but to the best of our knowledge, only a few research have
examined this approach. In this study, we proposed a novel algorithm that adjusts the sending rate of each publisher to optimize
the message delivery reliability and throughput of a DDS-based system. We also developed a DDS-based system model and
use the model to define topic-based reliability and throughput. According to our experimental results, the proposed algorithm
achieves a system communication reliability of 99–99.99%, given three scenarios of different reliability issues (70–99.99%
reliability). Most importantly, the proposed algorithm can slightly increase per-topic throughput while improving per-topic
reliability.

Keywords Data distribution service (DDS) · Reliability · Throughput · QoS · Topic-based publish-subscribe

1 Introduction

Data Distribution Service (DDS) is an open standard com-
munication middleware that aims at effective and high-
performance publish-susbcribe data exchange. DDS was
established by the Object Management Group (OMG) [1],
then extended by several DDS implementations, such as Vor-
tex OpenSplice [2, 3], RTI Connext [4], and FastDDS [5].
DDS has been widely used in various mission-critical sys-
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tems in industrial sectors, including robotics [6–9], national
defense [10], manufacturing [11–13], and agriculture [14].
DDS defines the standard publication-subscription mecha-
nisms thatmade it possible to increase the easiness of applica-
tion development, deployment, and maintenance. DDS also
enables timely anddependableQuality of Service (QoS) [15],
and ensures fine-grained control over key performance fac-
tors of message delivery in mission-critical systems, such as
reliability and throughput.

Mission-critical systems typically require low-latency,
high-bandwidth dependable data exchange. As a result,
message delivery reliability and throughput become two
important performance factors, where reliability is the prob-
ability that a message is successfully delivered to its target,
and throughput is the amount of message that can be trans-
mitted in a given time frame [14]. Guaranteeing reliability
while maintaining high throughput is challenging. To ensure
reliability, DDS-based systems must have enough comput-
ing power and bandwidth to handle each piece of transmitted
data. This means that, the messages sending rates of the pub-
lishers, the computing power, and the bandwidth decide the
reliability and throughput of DDS-based systems.
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The OMG DDS standard provides 22 powerful QoS poli-
cies that can be used to tune performance in DDS-based
systems [1]. The QoS policies enable multilevel configura-
tion and allow higher performance of DDS than the other
types of middleware [16].Many studies [17–32], have shown
howQoS policies can be used to enhance the performance of
DDS-based systems in terms of various performance criteria,
such as reliability, throughput, latency, and jitter. However,
only a few studies have pointed out the limitation of QoS
policy adjustment [21, 26]. The study by Maruyama et al.
found that QoS policies are insufficient for real-time process-
ing measurement [21]. The study by Alaerjan et al. revealed
that adjusting theQoS policies whilemaintaining the balance
between performance indicators requires additional comput-
ing resources [26]. Moreover, a large number of possible
QoS policy configurations and tradeoffs among the perfor-
mance criteria contribute to the complexity of QoS policy
adjustment [33, 34]. In summary, although DDS supports
some performance criteria-related QoS policies and those
QoS policies can be used to improve the performance of
DDS-based systems, these QoS policies are not adequate
to address all performance problems in DDS-based systems
[35].

To address the limitedperformance improvements obtained
from the QoS policy adjustment, we propose an approach to
configure DDS-based systems, which involves adjusting the
publisher’s sending rate, given a DDS-based system con-
figuration and observed performance values. The sending
rate is an essential parameter that directly affects publisher
data delivery. The adjustment of the publisher’s sending rate
requires a careful calculation to obtain an appropriate value.
Increasing the publisher sending rate increases throughput,
but also increases workload, which may negatively affect
reliability. Hence, a balance needs to be achieved between
performance, computing power, and bandwidth. Meanwhile,
determining the optimum sending rate in different scenarios
is challenging. The sending rate should not be set arbitrarily
or based on guesswork, or past experience. In the literature,
the sending rate adjustment approach was only proposed for
a DDS-based system that only supports unicast (point-to-
point) communication [36].

In this study, we propose a novel algorithm that aims
to optimize the reliability and throughput of a DDS-based
system by adjusting the publisher’s sending rate, given a
DDS-based system configuration and observed performance
values. The algorithm determines the communication capac-
ity of each host, then calculates the optimum throughput
of a multicast DDS topic on the basis of the determined
capacity, and finally assigns a new sending rate for each pub-
lisher based on the calculated per-topic throughput values.
To explain the concept of the algorithm, we defined a model
forDDS-based systems that comprise hosts, publishers, DDS
topics, subscribers, publish and subscribe relationships, and

properties such as the publisher sending rate. Notice that
the subscribers may experience different reception rates,
even when they receive the same number of messages from
the same publisher. This phenomenon can occur in DDS-
based systems that adopt a publish-subscribe communication
model and enables a one-to-many communication relation-
ship (i.e., from a sender (publisher) to a topic and then
to many receivers (subscribers)). Performance measurement
with traditional point-to-point communication architecture
is unsuitable for DDS, which adopts a one-to-many com-
munication architecture. Consequently, we propose new
definitions for per-topic reliability and throughput for perfor-
mancemeasurements.According to our experimental results,
our proposed algorithm can find a balanced point for a DDS-
based system that experiences reliability issues, resulting in a
system communication reliability of 99–99.99% and slightly
improved throughput after adjustment of the sending rate.
The two major contributions of this study are as follows:

• We proposed a novel algorithm that adjusts the sending
rate for each publisher in a DDS-based system. We con-
ducted experiments in three scenarios with varyingwork-
load requirements. The proposed algorithm achieves
system communication reliability of 99–99.99%, given
three scenarios of different reliability issues (70–99.99%
reliability).Most importantly, the proposed algorithmcan
slightly increase per-topic throughput while improving
per-topic reliability.

• We defined a DDS-based system model and use the
model to define reliability and throughput based on the
topic-based publish-subscribe model. The DDS-based
system has a different communication mechanism from
the point-to-point communication model. DDS-based
systems have a one-to-many communication architec-
ture in which different topics are broadcast to multiple
subscribers; consequently, new performance evaluation
metrics should be established for DDS-based systems.
To the best of our knowledge, reliability, and through-
put basedon thepublish-subscribe communicationmodel
has not yet been defined.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion2 presents the related work. Section3 presents the formal
definitions for the DDS-based system model and per-topic
reliability and throughput. Section4 provides an explanation
of the proposed algorithm for the adjustment of the send-
ing rate. Section5 presents the experimental results. Finally,
Sect. 6 provides the study conclusion.
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2 Related work

In the literature, there are two types of approaches for tuning
the performance in a DDS-based system. The first type of
approach aims to tune the QoS policies based on a guide-
line provided by human experts [17–32]. The second type
of approach aims to tune the sending rates of the publishers
automatically under a unicast communication architecture
[36]. We will explain them respectively in the following sub-
sections.

2.1 QoS policy adjustment

DDS supports a set of QoS policies that can be tuned to
achieve the optimum performance of a DDS-based system.
The OMG [1] specifies 22 standard QoS policies which were
later extended byDDS implementation, such as RTI Connext
with 54 QoS policies [4]. Each QoS policy governs a spe-
cific aspect of the behavior of the DDS-based system. Thus,
appropriate QoS policy adjustment is required to allow a
DDS-based system to achieve better performance.

Many studies [17–32] have applied the QoS policies com-
pliant with the standard specification [1], and showed that
some configurations of QoS policies can improve the per-
formance of a DDS-based system, such as applying the
RELIABILITY and HISTORY QoS to optimize reliability
[23, 25]. Those existing studies have demonstrated that QoS
policy adjustment can improve the performance of DDS-
based systems in a wide variety of performance criteria.
However, only a few of them pointed out the limitations
of QoS policy adjustment. Although DDS supports some
performance criteria-related QoS policies, those QoS poli-
cies are not adequate to address all performance problems
in DDS-based systems [35]. The DDS-based system sce-
narios can vary and thus, those QoS policies configurations
cannot be directly applied to all cases. Furthermore, there
are many different QoS parameters and tradeoffs between
the performance criteria [7, 21]. The QoS policy adjustment
also requires more computing resources [26] and is time-
consuming, due to the numerous attempts required to obtain
the optimal value. Such approaches rely on human users’
intervention and their experience to find the optimal QoS
policies configuration. Therefore, it is difficult for a human
user to identify an optimal QoS policies configuration that
fits a certain scenario, service, or network condition.

The strategy to address the limitation of QoS policy
adjustment has been discussed in a study by Yoon et al.
[33]. The study proposes a mechanism namely QoS Opti-
mizer to identify a suitable QoS policies configuration to
improve DDS-based system performance. The suggested
QoS policies configuration is generated through automatic
and continuous performance value monitoring of the DDS
entities. The proposed QoS Optimizer monitors the DDS-

based system to identify performance problems, then it sent
the performance information to the Analyzers to analyze the
QoS policies and system performance related to the problem.
Finally, theQoSOptimizerwill adjust theQoS policies value.
Note that this paper did not show how to identify the QoS
policies and specify their value. Nonetheless, without spec-
ifying the QoS policies and their value, the QoS Optimizer
will be an inefficient random guess mechanism.

2.2 Publisher’s sending rate adjustment

DDS implementations, such as FastDDS [5] and RTI Con-
nextDDS [4] support a feature to adjust the sending rate of
the publisher, namely FlowController. The FlowController
feature limits the rate ofmessages from the publisher to avoid
flooding to subscribers and determines when the publisher is
allowed to send data and howmuch. The feature can be tuned
in a specific QoS policy, simultaneously in the publisher
creation. The study by Kang et al. [16] utilizes the Flow-
Controller feature to evaluate the performance of DDS and
compare it with other publish-subscribe technologies, such
as MQTT and ZeroMQ, in terms of latency and throughput.
The publisher sending rate limit (flow control mechanism) is
described as one of the essential performance-related prop-
erties. They performed several experiments in unicast and
multicast communication with three different data flow sce-
narios, including high-frequency, periodic, and sporadic data
flow. The sending rate value was adjusted in the FlowCon-
troller to specify themaximum rate atwhich aDDSpublisher
may send samples. The results show that the publisher send-
ing rate has an influence on DDS performance. However,
the FlowController requires many experiments by humans
to determine the appropriate value to perform sending rate
adjustment. In addition, the vendor-specific setting might
limit the applicability of the feature.

Adjusting the publisher’s sending rate can be a good
solution to improve the performance of the DDS-based
system, however, there are only a few studies that dis-
cuss this approach. The study by Martin-Carrascosa et al.
[36] proposed NAPA (Non-supervised Adaptive Publication
Algorithm), a dynamic auto-tuning algorithm for unicast
DDS. The algorithm focuses on dynamically adjusting the
middleware parameters according to the system conditions.
The algorithm adjusts the sending rate of the publisher
according to the sending window size, which is determined
by the threshold. The lower bound of the threshold is set
as the minimum sending rate that the algorithm can tune.
Meanwhile, the maximal sending rate that can be sent by
the publisher is calculated from the network bandwidth, the
Round-Trip Time (RTT), and message properties, such as
message size. Their experiment results demonstrated that the
proposed algorithm effectively improves the performance of
DDS-based systems in terms of sample latency and overall
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Table 1 Comparison of the
related studies

Approach Concept Limitations

QoS Policy Adjustment:
Guideline-based
Adjustment [17–32]

This kind of method only suggests a
guideline to adjust QoS policies,
such as RELIABILITY and
HISTORY [23, 25]

It is time-consuming and requires
human experts to tune the QoS
policies many times to obtain the
optimal configuration

QoS Policy Adjustment:
QoS Optimizer [33]

It provides a strategy to automatically
try and evaluate a configuration for
QoS policy adjustment

It did not provide a definite way to
choose a QoS policy for
performance tuning, nor did it
specify a way to calculate the new
value to update the target QoS policy

Sending Rate Adjustment:
NAPA [36]

It uses two thresholds to control the
sending rate of the publishers
dynamically in a range of two
thresholds. The thresholds are
calculated from network bandwidth,
Round-Trip Time (RTT), and
message properties

It cannot be used in a multicast
DDS-based system

throughput. However, the proposed approach is very restric-
tive for DDS-based systems since DDS allows multicast
communicationwhich includes data transmission frommany
publishers and subscribers.

2.3 Summary

In summary, determining the appropriate publisher’s send-
ing rate is challenging. The sending rate adjustment should
not be set arbitrarily or based on guesswork or past expe-
riences. Meanwhile, the QoS policy adjustment and the
existing approach to adjust the publisher’s sending rate has
several limitations (see Table 1). In this study, we pro-
posed a novel algorithm that tunes the sending rate for each
publisher in a DDS-based system. Our proposed algorithm
adjusts the sending rate of each publisher according to the
observed performance values, which is the reception rate of
subscribers. Our proposed algorithm is based on a publish-
subscribe model that can work both in unicast and multicast.
In addition, our proposed model can be applied alongside
the standard QoS policies, making it possible to apply across
different DDS implementations and various cases.

3 Reliability and throughput of a DDS-based
system

In this section, we first define the DDS-based system; then,
based on this definition, we define per-topic reliability and
throughput. The notations for the proposed DDS-based sys-
tem and the proposed algorithm are listed in Tables 2 and 3,
respectively.

Table 2 Notations for the proposed DDS-based system model

Notations Description

D DDS-based system configuration

h j The j th host in D

pk The kth publisher in D

sk The kth subscriber in D

ti The i th topic in D

ph jk ph jk = 1 if publisher pk is in host h j and ph jk = 0
otherwise

ptik ptik = 1 if publisher pk publishes to topic ti and ptik = 0
otherwise

sh jk sh jk = 1 if subscriber sk is in host h j and sh jk = 0
otherwise

stik stik = 1 if subscriber sk subscribes topic ti and stik = 0
otherwise

λik Programmed message sending rate of publisher pk to
topic ti

γik Observed message reception rate of topic ti to
subscriber sk

X Number of publishers in D

Y Number of subscribers in D

Z Number of hosts in D

αi Number of subscribers of topic ti
T hrt(ti ) Per-topic throughput of topic ti
Rel(ti ) Per-topic reliability of topic ti
eri Expected message reception rate from topic ti to all the

subscribers

3.1 DDS-based system configuration

The DDS-based system consists of the followingmajor com-
ponents as follows:
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Table 3 Notations for the proposed algorithm

Notations Description

ersi Expected message reception rate from topic ti to one
subscriber

μ j Expected message reception rate of a host h j

μ′
j Observed message reception rate of a host h j

mi j Message reduction ratio of a topic ti due to the capacity
of host h j

Ratioi Sending rate allocation ratio of topic ti for sending rate
adjustment

λ′
ik Newly allocated message sending rate of publisher pk to

topic ti
γ ′
ik Expected message reception rate of topic ti to subscriber

sk

1. Topic, an object involved in information exchange. Each
topic dictates a message flow from the publishers of the
topic to the subscribers of the topic.

2. Publisher, an object responsible for the issuance of the
messages. Multiple publishers can publish to the same
topic.

3. Subscriber, an object which receives messages from a
topic. Multiple subscribers can receive messages from a
single topic at DDS run-time.

4. Host, the computing machine where the publishers and
subscribers are located.

On the basis of these major components, a DDS-based
system can be defined as follows:

• DDS-based System Configuration

D = 〈H , P, S, T , PH , PT , SH , ST ,�, �〉 (1)

• H denotes the set of hosts h j , where j is the index of the
host and the index is from 1 to Z .

• P denotes the set of publishers pk , where k is the index
of the publishers and the index is from 1 to X .

• S denotes the set of subscribers sk , where k is the index
of subscribers and the index is from 1 to Y .

• T denotes the set of topics ti , where i is the index of the
topic and the index is from 1 to N .

• PH denotes the set of relationship ph jk between pub-
lisher pk and host h j . The variable ph jk is a Boolean
value where 1 denotes that publisher pk runs on host h j ,
and 0 denotes otherwise.

• PT denotes the set of publication relationship ptik
between publisher pk and topic ti . The variable ptik is
a Boolean value where 1 denotes that publisher pk pub-
lishes to topic ti , and 0 denotes otherwise.

• SH denotes the set of relationship sh jk between sub-
scriber sk and host h j . The variable sh jk is a Boolean
value where 1 denotes that subscriber sk runs on host h j ,
and 0 denotes otherwise.

• ST denotes the set of subscription relationship stik
between subscriber sk and topic ti . The variable stik is
a Boolean value where 1 denotes that subscriber sk sub-
scribes to topic ti , and 0 denotes otherwise.

• � denotes the set of programmed sending rates λik of all
publisher-topic pairs ptik . � = {λik | pk ∈ P ∧ ti ∈ T },
where λik is the sending rate of pk . Variable k is the
index of the publisher and ti is the target topic for pk .
The sending rate is measured in messages per second.

• �, denotes the set of observed reception rates γik of all
topic-subscriber pairs stik . � = {γik | sk ∈ S ∧ ti ∈ T },
where γik is the sending rate of sk . Variable k is the index
of the subscriber and ti is the target topic for sk . The
reception rate is measured in messages per second.

The concept of Eq.1 is illustrated in Fig. 1, where a DDS-
based system D consists of topics t1 and t2. Topic t1 is
subscribed by subscribers s1 and s2 and topic t2 is subscribed
by subscriber s3 and s4. Suppose that three hosts exist. Pub-
lishers p1 and p2 are located in host h1. Subscribers s1 and
s2 are located in host h2. Subscribers s3 and s4 are located in
host h3. Publisher p1 sends a number of messages to topic t1
with sending rate λ1,1. These messages are then forwarded
to subscriber s1 with reception rate γ1,1 and to subscriber
s2 with reception rate γ1,2. Publisher p2 sends messages to
topic t2, which then forwards the messages to subscriber s3
and s4 at reception rates γ2,3 and γ2,4. The presence of a
publisher or a subscriber in a host is defined by the publisher-
host relationship PH and the subscriber-host relationship
SH . The values of publisher-host relationship ph1,1 and
ph1,2 and subscriber-host relationships sh2,1, sh2,2, sh3,3,
and sh3,4 are 1 (true), indicating that the publisher and sub-
scriber are in some hosts. The publication relationships pt1,1
and pt2,2 are 1 (true), indicating that the publishers are send-
ing messages to some topics. The subscription relationships
st1,1, st1,2, st2,3, and st2,4 are 1 (true), indicating that the
subscribers receive messages from some topics.

3.2 Reliability and throughput definition

A DDS-based system adopts the publish-subscribe com-
munication model, which is different from the traditional
point-to-point model. The point-to-point model only con-
siders one-to-one communication, whereas DDS features
one-to-many communication between senders (publishers)
and receivers (subscribers). An illustration of the communi-
cation of a DDS-based system is provided in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1 DDS-based system configuration, with programmed sending
rates (λ1,1, λ2,2) and observed reception rates (γ1,1, γ1,2, γ2,3, γ2,4)

Fig. 2 One-to-many communication pattern of a DDS-based system

As illustrated in Fig. 2, DDS-based systems do not use
the point-to-point communication model. Given a number of
messages sent from the publisher p1 to topic t1 with send-
ing rate λ1,1. Topic t1 is subscribed by subscriber s1 and
s2. The messages are forwarded by topic t1 to subscriber s1
with reception rate γ1,1 and to subscriber s2 with reception
rate γ1,2. The reception rates γ1,1 and γ2,2 can have different
values. Therefore, the performance measurement used for
point-to-point communication cannot be directly applied to
a DDS-based system. A new performance measurement def-
inition is required. The performance of a DDS-based system
should be measured on a per-topic basis. This is because, in
DDS-based systems, the topics serve as the hubs of the com-
munication mechanism. Thus, we provide the definitions of
per-topic throughput and per-topic reliability in the following
subsections.

3.2.1 Throughput definition

• Per-Topic Throughput. γik is the observed reception
rate of subscriber sk from topic ti . Note that only sub-
scribers of topic ti can have a positive message-sending
rate; non-subscribers only have a sending rate of 0. The
per-topic throughput, denoted as the function Thrt(ti ),
can be defined as follows:

Thrt(ti ) =
Y∑

k=1

γik (2)

• System Communication Throughput. Let D be the
DDS-based system and T = 〈t1, t2, . . . , tN 〉, where N
refers to the number of topics in D. The system com-
munication throughput, denoted as the function Thrtsys ,

can be defined as follows:

Thrtsys =
∑N

i=1 Thrt(ti )

N
(3)

3.2.2 Reliability definition

• Per-TopicReliability.The reliability of a topic is defined
as the complement of the message loss rate of a topic.
Let the expected rate of outgoing messages from topic
ti be eri . The gross observed message delivery rate from
topic ti can be calculated as

∑Y
k=1 γik . For this, we can

calculate the reliability of a topic ti using the equation
below:

Rel(ti ) = 1 − eri − ∑Y
k=1 γik

eri
(4)

To calculate eri , we need to consider the sending rate λik
of publisher pk for topic ti . In DDS, each message sent
from the publisher pk to a topic ti should be delivered to
all of the subscribers of topic ti . Therefore, the number of
messages per second from topic ti to all the subscribers
should be (αi ·λik). Note that only the publishers of topic
ti should be considered in this case. The publish relation
for topic ti can be used to select the publishers of topic
ti . eri is the expected message reception rate from all
publishers to topic ti and can be calculated as follows:

eri =
X∑

k=1

(αi · λik) (5)

where αi refers to the number of pairs between topic ti
and all its subscribers and can be calculated based on the
subscription relationship stik as follows:

αi =
Y∑

k=1

stik (6)

As a result, Eq. (4) can be rewritten as follows:

Rel(ti ) = 1 −
∑X

k=1(αi · λik) − ∑Y
k=1 γik∑X

k=1(αi · λik)
(7)

Systemcommunication reliability is definedusingEq. (8).
• SystemCommunicationReliability.Let D be theDDS-
based system and T = 〈t1, t2, . . . , tN 〉, where N is the
numbers of topics in D. The system communication reli-
ability, denoted as the function Relsys , can be defined as
follows:

Relsys =
∑N

i=1 Rel(ti )

N
(8)
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4 The sending rate adjustment algorithm

4.1 Algorithm design

The proposed algorithm aims to optimize the reliability
and throughput of a DDS-based system by adjusting the
publisher’s sending rate, given a DDS-based system config-
uration and observed performance values. The optimization
starts by determining the maximal bandwidth for the incom-
ing messages to each host. Consequently, the maximal
throughput for each topic is then determined by our algo-
rithm. Finally, the maximal programmed sending rate for
each publisher is then determined. Suppose that D is the
original system 〈H , P, S, T , PH , PT , SH , ST ,�, �〉. Let
the newly assigned sending rates calculated by the proposed
algorithm be the set �′ and the expected reception rates of
the subscribers be the set �′. After adjusting the sending
rates, the system should replace � with �′, and the new
observed performance values should become �′. In addition,
the new system should exhibit higher performance in terms
of throughput and reliability after adjusting the sending rates.

To determine the maximal bandwidth for the incoming
messages to each host, we should consider the data flow
in a DDS-based system which can be abstracted into two
parts: the data flow from a publisher to a topic, and the data
flow from a topic to several subscribers. The variable sh jk

reflects the presence of subscriber sk in host h j . Moreover,
the variable stik confirms if the corresponding subscriber sk
has received messages from a topic ti . The values of those
variables areBoolean type, and 0 indicates that the subscriber
is not located in the host and has not subscribed to a topic.
All the messages received by topic ti should be forwarded
to all subscribers sk of topic ti . Therefore, the expected mes-
sage reception rate ersi from a topic ti to a subscriber can be
calculated as follows:

ersi =
X∑

k=1

λik (9)

For a particular host h j , the expected message reception
rate from topic ti to subscriber sk can be calculated as ersi ·
stik · sh jk , which should be 0 if subscriber sk is not located
in host h j . Using ersi , stik , and sh jk , the expected message
reception rate of a host h j can be calculated as follows:

μ j =
N∑

i=1

Y∑

k=1

(ersi · stik · sh jk) (10)

In addition to the expected message reception rate of a
host h j , the observed message reception rate of a host h j

should be calculated using Eq. (11).

μ′
j =

N∑

i=1

Y∑

k=1

(γik · stik · sh jk) (11)

The adjustment of the programmed sending rates from the
publishers is estimated based on the ratio ofμ j andμ′

j . If host
h j has a reliability issue, then the expectedmessage reception
rate must be more than the observed message reception rate
in host h j . To avoid possible message loss, we can reduce
sending rates, such that the expected message reception rate
is reduced to the capacity of host h j , which should be the
observed message reception rate μ′

j . To achieve this, we can
reduce the sending rate from topic ti to host h j to themessage
reduction ratiomi j of the original expected sending rate from
topic ti to host h j . Given topic ti and host h1, h2, . . . , h j the
message reduction ratio is calculated as follows:

mi j =
⎧
⎨

⎩

μ′
j

μ j
, i f ∃k : (stik · sh jk) = 1

1, otherwise.
(12)

Since the number of hosts is Z hosts, the number of vary-
ingmessage reduction ratiomi j for a particular topic ti should
be Z . To guarantee the reliability property, we should choose
theminimal value of the ratios for topic ti among the different
mi j values as follows:

Ratioi = Z
min
j=1

{mi j } (13)

After sending rate allocation ratio Ratioi of topic ti is
obtained, the new sending rate from a publisher pk to topic
ti can be calculated as follows:

λ′
ik = λik · Ratioi (14)

Based on the aforementioned definitions and equations
above, we can compose the proposed algorithm named the
Sending Rate Adjustment Algorithm. The first step in the
algorithm is to initialize the DDS-based system D as the
input, and the set of newly assigned sending rates �′ as the
output. To determine if sending rate adjustment is neces-
sary, we need to obtain the observed performance values.
For this, we require the values of the expected message
reception rate μ j and the observed message reception rate
μ′

j for each host h j . The expected message reception rate
μ j is calculated using Eq. (10) and the observed mes-
sage reception rate μ′

j is calculated using Eq. (11). If the
value of μ′

j is equal to μ j then the system does not have
any reliability issues. Otherwise, sending rate adjustment
should be performed. Because the values of μ′

j and μ j

have been obtained, in the next step, we should calcu-
late the message reduction ratio of a topic ti due to the
capacity of host h j , denoted by mi j . After the message
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Fig. 3 Example case using sending rate adjustment algorithm: a
original configuration including programmed sending rate (λik ) and
observed reception rate (γik ), b Calculating sending rate allocation

ratios (Ratioi ): Ratioi for Topic t1 and Ratio2 for Topic t2, and c
Calculating newly allocated sending rate (λik ): λ′

1,1 for publisher p1
and λ′

2,2 for publisher p2

reduction ratio mi j is calculated for each host h j , the min-
imum value of mi j is used to determine the sending rate
assigned for topic ti , which is denoted by Ratioi . After
determining the sending rate allocation ratio of topic ti ,
denoted by Ratioi , the new sending rate is calculated by
the proposed algorithm using Eq.14. Equation14 results in
λ′
ik , as the newly allocated message sending rate of pub-

lisher pk to topic ti . The newly allocated message sending
rate λik assigned to each publisher pk of topic ti . There-
fore, each publisher pk of topic ti will have a different
sending rate based on the calculated Ratioi . Finally, after
all λ′

ik values are obtained and assigned the variable �′
is returned. Note that, the new sending rate cannot be less
than the allowed minimum value. Consequently, if it is less
than the minimum value, the new sending rate should be
the minimum value that is allowed in the DDS-based sys-
tem. The sending rate adjustment is formally described in
Algorithm (1).

Algorithm 1 Sending Rate Adjustment Algorithm
Input: D = 〈H , P, S, T , PH , PT , SH , ST ,�, �〉
Output: �′
1: for each host h j in H do
2: get μ j using Eq. (10)
3: get μ′

j using Eq. (11)
4: for each topic ti in T do
5: get mi j using Eq. (12)
6: end for
7: get Ratioi using Eq. (13)
8: end for
9: for each publisher pk do
10: for each topic ti do
11: λ′

ik = λik · Ratioi using Eq. (14)
12: put λ′

ik in �′
13: end for
14: end for
15: return �′

4.2 Example

Figure 3a shows an example of a DDS-based system con-
figuration. Suppose that p1 publishes messages to t1 with
sending rate λ1,1 of 3000 messages/s and p2 publishes mes-
sages to t2 with sending rate λ2,2 of 3000 messages/s. The
sending rate is programmed in the publishers and can be set
by the user. The publishers will send the messages to the
topic, which then forward the messages to the subscribers of
the topic. Let γ1,1 be the reception rates of subscriber s1 and
γ2,2 be the reception rates of subscriber s2, where the recep-
tion rate values are obtained by a monitoring component or
a performance profiler. Suppose that γ1,1 of subscriber s1
is 2800 messages/s and γ2,2 of subscriber s2 is 3000 mes-
sages/s. Since we have the values of programmed sending
rate λik and observed reception rate γik , we can calculate the
expected message reception rate μ j and the observed mes-
sage reception rate μ′

j of a host h j . Consequently, we can
calculate the sending rate allocation ratio Ratioi for each
topic ti as shown in Fig. 3b. Finally, we can calculate the
new sending rate λ′

ik that will be assigned to each publisher
as shown in Fig. 3c. The calculation results show that we
only need to modify the sending rate of publisher p1.

5 Experiments

In this section, we introduce the experiments that were per-
formed to validate the claimed contributions of the proposed
algorithm. First, we describe the experimental design and
setup. Then, we present and discuss the experimental results.

5.1 Experimental design and setup

We designed several experiments to evaluate the proposed
algorithm. We defined three cases that represent different
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Table 4 Experiment parameters, where sending rate represents pro-
grammed sending rate to a topic from a publisher

Case Amount Sending rate

Pub Sub Topics Hosts High Low

1 3 3 3 4 7000 3000

2 13 17 13 4 7000 3000

3 30 34 30 4 7000 3000

Fig. 4 Case 1

Fig. 5 Case 2

structures of DDS-based systems with different workloads,
as shown in Table 4. The first case (Fig. 4) represents a sim-
ple DDS-based system structure that consists of a small
number of publishers where each publisher sends mes-
sages to a subscriber. A distinct topic is assigned to each
publisher-subscriber pair, and the subscribers are deployed
in three hosts. The second (Fig. 5) and third cases (Fig. 6)
represent more complex DDS-based systems, that use the
one-publisher-many-subscribers communication model with
higher workloads than that in the first case.

In our experiments, we used two QoS policies configu-
ration, namely omg-def and omg-rel based on the standard
configuration ofRELIABILITYandHISTORYQoSpolicies
[1]. The omg-def QoS policy provides higher throughput
and lower communication reliability for most DDS-based
systems, whereas the omg-rel QoS policy emphasizes com-
munication reliability. We also used two workload settings
for each experiment case; the high-workload scenario had

Fig. 6 Case 3

a sending rate of 7000msgs/s and the low-workload sce-
nario had a sending rate of 3000msgs/s as shown in Table 4.
Note that, the sending rate values are programmed inside
the publisher, and the value is achieved in a best-effort man-
ner. In each experiment, each publisher needs to send out
10,000 messages based on their sending rate. The system
then collects the reception rate, which is the number of mes-
sages successfully received by the subscribers to obtain the
per-topic reliability calculated using Eq. (7). Moreover, the
per-topic throughput is represented by the number of received
messages per second using Eq. (2). Based on the initial result
in each experiment (observed reception rates), we used the
proposed algorithm to calculate a new sending rate for each
publisher and reran the experiment. Then we collected the
new results in terms of per-topic throughput and reliability.
The detailed experimental results are presented in the fol-
lowing subsections.

5.2 Experimental results

In the first case, we ran two scenarios using the two work-
loads (sending rates) settingsmentioned in Table 4. Figure7a
and b presents the per-topic throughput and reliability in
the high-workload scenario. The system communication
throughput in the high-workload scenario (7000msgs/s for
each publisher)was 6989msgs/s for omg-def QoSpolicy and
6998msgs/s for omg-relQoS policy, as shown in Fig. 7a. The
system communication throughput in the low-workload sce-
nario (3000msgs/s for each publisher) was 2987msgs/s for
omg-def QoS policy and 2989msgs/s for omg-rel QoS pol-
icy as shown in Fig. 8a. Using this information, the proposed
algorithm can assign a new sending rate for each publisher
as shown in Table 5.

The per-topic throughput and reliability for the high-
workload and low-workload scenarios are provided in Figs. 7
and 8. The system communication throughput and reliability
for the high-workload and low-workload scenarios are pro-
vided in Tables 6 and 7. Figures7a and 8a provide per-topic
throughput, and Figs. 7b and 8b show per-topic reliability.
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Fig. 7 Performance comparison (before and after adjustment) in the
high-workload scenario for case 1: a throughput and adjusted through-
put b reliability and adjusted reliability

In the high-workload scenario, omg-def QoS policy results
in 99.17–99.50% reliability, as shown in Fig. 7b. The per-
topic reliability exhibited very little room for improvement
when using the omg-rel QoS policy; therefore, the proposed
algorithm suggested very similar sending rates. The algo-
rithm identified a minor issue with reliability when using
the omg-def QoS policy and the sending rates were slightly
decreased to improve the performance; slight improvements
were observed in both per-topic throughput and reliability as
shown in Fig. 7a and b. In the low-workload scenario (Fig. 8a
and b) the results after adjustmentwere almost identical to the
original because there was very little room for improvement.

In the second case, the system communication through-
put in the high-workload scenario (7000msgs/s for each
publisher) was 6872msgs/s for omg-def QoS policy and
6968msgs/s for omg-rel QoS policy, as shown in Fig. 9a.
Meanwhile, the system communication throughput in a low-
workload scenario (3000msgs/s for each publisher) was
2993msgs/s for omg-def QoS policy and 3000msgs/s for
omg-relQoS policy as shown in Fig. 10a. Using this informa-

Fig. 8 Performance comparison (before and after adjustment) in the
low-workload scenario for case 1: a throughput and adjusted throughput
b reliability and adjusted reliability

tion, the proposed algorithm assigned a new sending rate for
each publisher as shown in Table 8. The proposed algorithm
adjusted the sending rates of publishers 1–11 to 430–
460msgs/s for the high-workload scenario and 200msgs/s
(minimal value in the system) for the low-workload scenario.
The reason is that subscribers 1–15 shared the same host, and
publishers 1–11 sent messages through topics 1–11 to sub-
scribers 1–15. Therefore, the performance of topics 1–11was
strongly affected. The new sending rates were less than 7%
of the original sending rates for bothworkload scenarios. The
lower sending rates significantly improvedper-topic through-
put and reliability since the workload for the subscribers in
host 2 was too high with the original settings.

The per-topic throughput and reliability for the high-
workload and low-workload scenarios are provided in Figs. 9
and 10. The system communication throughput and reli-
ability for the high-workload and low-workload scenar-
ios are provided in Tables 9 and 10. Figures9a and 10a
present per-topic throughput and Figs. 9b and 10b show per-
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Table 5 Original and adjusted
sending rate for case 1

Publisher High Workload Low Workload

Sending Rate Adjusted Sending Rate Sending Rate Adjusted Sending Rate

omg-def omg-rel omg-def omg-rel

1 7000 6980 7000 3000 2980 2990

2 7000 6980 6990 3000 2990 2980

3 7000 7000 7000 3000 2980 3000

Table 6 System communication reliability and throughput of case 1
with high-workload

Settings Initial Adjusted

Throughput Reliability Throughput Reliability

omg-def 6989 99.28 6996 99.52

omg-rel 6998 99.48 7000 99.85

Table 7 System communication reliability and throughput of case 1
with low-workload

Settings Initial Adjusted

Throughput Reliability Throughput Reliability

omg-def 2987 99.45 2989 99.52

omg-rel 2989 99.77 2999 99.88

topic reliability. In the high-workload scenario, the omg-def
QoS policy resulted in system communication reliability of
97.67%. Meanwhile, the omg-rel QoS policy provided sys-
tem communication reliability of 99.32%. The sending rate
adjustment by the proposed algorithm increased the sys-
tem communication reliability from 97.67 to 99.99% for the
omg-def QoS policy, and from 99.32 to 99.99% when using

omg-relQoSpolicy. In addition, the per-topic throughputs for
both QoS policies improved to 0–2%. In the low-workload
scenario (Fig. 10a and b), the omg-def QoS policy resulted
in system communication reliability of 99.72%. Meanwhile,
the omg-rel QoS policy resulted in a system communica-
tion reliability of 99.94%. The sending rate adjustment by
the proposed algorithm can increase the system commu-
nication reliability from 99.72 to 99.99% for the omg-def
QoS policy, and from 99.94 to 99.99% for the omg-rel QoS
policy. The sending rate adjustment can improve reliability
while increasing the per-topic throughput. The performance
improvement from sending rate adjustment is more obvious
in the second case than in the first one.

In the third case, the system communication throughput in
a high-workload scenario (7000msgs/s for each publisher)
was 6339msgs/s for omg-def QoS policy and 6410msgs/s
for omg-rel QoS policy, as shown in Fig. 11a. Meanwhile,
the system communication throughput in low workload
(3000msgs/s for each publisher) was 2996msgs/s for omg-
def QoS policy and 2996msgs/s for omg-rel QoS policy as
shown in Fig. 12a. Based on the observed performance val-
ues, the proposed algorithm assigned a new sending rate for
each publisher as shown in Table 11. The proposed algorithm
adjusted the sending rates of publishers 1–30 to 200msgs/s

Table 8 Original and adjusted
sending rate for case 2

Publisher High Workload Low Workload

Sending Rate Adjusted Sending Rate Sending Rate Adjusted Sending Rate

omg-def omg-rel omg-def omg-rel

1 7000 460 460 3000 200 200

2 7000 460 460 3000 200 200

3 7000 460 460 3000 200 200

4 7000 450 460 3000 200 200

5 7000 460 460 3000 200 200

6 7000 460 460 3000 200 200

7 7000 430 460 3000 200 200

8 7000 450 460 3000 200 200

9 7000 450 460 3000 200 200

10 7000 450 450 3000 200 200

11 7000 430 460 3000 200 200

12 7000 6980 6650 3000 2970 3000

13 7000 7000 7000 3000 3000 3000
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Fig. 9 Performance comparison (before and after adjustment) in the
high-workload scenario for case 2: a throughput and adjusted through-
put b reliability and adjusted reliability

(minimal value in the system) in both high-workload and
low-workload scenarios. The reason is that subscribers 1–
32 shared the same host, and publishers 1–30 sent messages
through topics 1–30 to subscribers 1–32, respectively. There-
fore, the performance of topics 1–30 was strongly affected.
The new sending rates were less than 10% of the origi-
nal sending rates. The decreased sending rates significantly
improved the per-topic throughput and reliability since the
workload for the subscribers in host 2 was too high with the
original settings.

The per-topic throughput and reliability for the high-
workload and low-workload scenarios are provided inFigs. 11
and 12. The system communication throughput and reliabil-
ity for the high-workload and low-workload scenarios are
provided in Tables 12 and 13. Figures11a and 12a present
per-topic throughput, and Figs. 11b and 12b show per-topic
reliability. In the high-workload scenario, omg-def QoS pol-
icy resulted in a system communication reliability of 90.02%
and omg-rel QoS policy resulted in a system communication

Fig. 10 Performance comparison (before and after adjustment) in the
low-workload scenario for case 2: a throughput and adjusted throughput
b reliability and adjusted reliability

Table 9 System communication reliability and throughput of case 2
with high-workload

Settings Initial Adjusted

Throughput Reliability Throughput Reliability

omg-def 6872 97.67 7000 99.99

omg-rel 6968 99.32 7000 99.99

reliability of 91.04%. The sending rate adjustment by
the proposed algorithm increased the system communica-
tion reliability from 90.02 to 99.99% for the omg-def QoS
policy, and from 91.04 to 99.99% for the omg-relQoS policy.
In addition, the per-topic throughputs for both QoS policies
improved to 0–22%. In the low-workload scenario (Fig. 12a
and b), the omg-def QoS policy resulted in a system com-
munication reliability of 99.85%. Meanwhile, the omg-rel
QoS policy resulted in a system communication reliability of
99.83%. The sending rate adjustment can increase the reli-
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Table 10 System communication reliability and throughput of case 2
with low-workload

Settings Initial Adjusted

Throughput Reliability Throughput Reliability

omg-def 2993 99.72 3000 99.99

omg-rel 3000 99.94 3000 99.99

Fig. 11 Performance comparison (before and after adjustment) in
the high-workload scenario for case 3: a Throughput and Adjusted
Throughput b Reliability and Adjusted Reliability

ability in the omg-def QoS policy from 99.85 to 99.99%,
and from 99.83 to 99.99% for the omg-rel QoS policy. The
reliability of the original configurations created themost seri-
ous reliability problem when compared with the previous
two experiment cases. The proposed algorithm was able to
find a set of publisher sending rates for the publishers, that
increased reliability to 99.99% without sacrificing through-
put.

Fig. 12 Performance comparison (before and after adjustment) in the
low-workload scenario for case 3: a throughput and adjusted throughput
b reliability and adjusted reliability

6 Conclusions

Message delivery (communication) reliability and through-
put are two important factors in the DDS-based system.
To improve these factors, we proposed a new algorithm
to adjust the publisher sending rates, such that reliability
and throughput can be optimized on a per-topic basis. We
proposed a DDS-based system model and used the model
to define per-topic reliability and throughput. Then, we
used the definitions to compose an algorithm that adjusts
the publisher sending rate based on the observed perfor-
mance values of a DDS-based system. We validated our
proposed algorithm through three sets of experiment cases
with two workload scenarios and two QoS policies config-
urations. Based on our experimental results, the proposed
algorithm achieves a system communication reliability of
99.52–99.99%. Most importantly, the proposed algorithm
increases the per-topic throughput while improving the per-
topic reliability. However, the proposed algorithm cannot
further improve a DDS-based system if it already has very
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Table 11 Original and adjusted
sending rate for case 3

Publisher High Workload Low Workload

Sending Rate Adjusted Sending Rate Sending Rate Adjusted Sending Rate

omg-def omg-rel omg-def omg-rel

1–28 7000 200 200 3000 200 200

29 7000 7000 7000 3000 3000 3000

30 7000 7000 7000 3000 3000 3000

Table 12 System communication reliability and throughput of case 3
with high-workload

Settings Initial Adjusted

Throughput Reliability Throughput Reliability

omg-def 6339 90.02 7000 99.99

omg-rel 6410 91.04 7000 99.99

Table 13 System communication reliability and throughput of case 3
with low-workload

Settings Initial Adjusted

Throughput Reliability Throughput Reliability

omg-def 2996 99.85 3000 99.99

omg-rel 2996 99.83 3000 99.99

high per-topic reliability as shown in our first case in the
experiments. Meanwhile, the performance improvement is
more obvious when the DDS-based system has a low per-
topic reliability problem. A limit of the proposed algorithm
is that, it cannot significantly improve per-topic through-
put while maintaining a system communication reliability of
99.99%. Future research may be directed toward this issue
to improve the proposed algorithm based on our proposed
model of a DDS-based system.
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